
































































































SPECIAL 2020 BONUS SECTION
I t was 1 993, the peak of

the "gimmick comic book

cover" era and I worked at

a copy shop part-time, so

for some reason we

decided to give the first

printing of Amoeba

Adventures #1 4 an

acetate cover.

I t worked. . . OK. I

printed Max's art on

the overlay and the

logo, etc on the inside

which gave it an

interesting "smoky"

look. I remember the

stupid plastic acetate

jammed repatedly in

the machines and I

never did a gimmick

cover again.



This was the first and only

issue of Amoeba

Adventures done entirely by

another writer. The very

personal story was Max's

idea (see his afterword),

spinning out of the death of

a character, Trochi, briefly

seen in Amoeba Adventures

#6. Max created a family for

the late Trochi.

In these very early

letters and

sketches between

us, Max outl ined

some ideas for the

story that would

become "Evidence

of Our Confusion."

At left is a very

early take

considerably

different than the

final story - E'Melle

was a niece, not

Trochi's daughter -

and other

characters l ike

Ninja Ant and

Raoul appeared.

The final story

focused much more

tightly on Pro,

Dawn and Karate

Kactus with a bit of

Spif, and for my

money the small

cast made the final

story feel much

more intimate.



Later on, via phone calls and more letters, the final shape of "Evidence of our Confusion"

came into focus, as seen on the fol lowing pages. I helped oversee the script and

suggested plot changes a bit but otherwise this issue was all Max's baby.







Amoeba Adventures

#1 4 got some very

kind reviews around

the small press

scene, including this

nice lengthy look at

left written by the late

Sam Gafford in his

reviewzine Sez Who?

Factcheet Five, the

holy bible of the

scene, also weighed

in, below left, and

Tony Isabella in the

Comics Buyers' Guide

in his "Tony's Tips

column, bottom.




